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It’s Furcation time of year again but for the second year running, we’re stuck in a position of
running a virtual convention. I know this isn’t where everyone expected us to be this time
last year as we all thought that we’d have had the vaccine rollout and things would go back
the way they were, and they somewhat have but at this point, the risks still outweigh the
benefits for us so the virtual con was decided as the way to go.
We would have liked to have had a return to a physical convention this year but in full
honesty, we couldn’t quite get to a position where we as staff felt we could run you the full
convention that you all deeply desired at this point in a safe and effective manner. There
were concerns about pre-convention Covid testing, making sure we’ve catered for all
attendees needs and concerns, hygiene and cleanliness at the convention itself and the risk
that people could contract Covid from Furcation. We could put a lot of measures in place but
you’ve all seen how ‘Con Crud’ happens around convention time and we’d rather not have
‘Con Covid’ at this time!
All being well, we very much expect a return to normality next year so watch this space, I am
sure November 2022 will be the return to normality and the physical convention we’re all
anticipating.
Anyway, enough doom and gloom, onto brighter things!
We’ve learnt from last year what worked and what didn’t work so we’re hoping that we
have an improved virtual convention experience for you all to enjoy this year. We have a
whole host of new things for you to explore this time around. We have the new VRChat
resort, we have a Minecraft server, we have a world set up in NeosVR, we have the
continuation of the Discord, live streamed events and plenty of opportunity for you all to
participate and have fun. We also have the return of the Dealers Den hosted in the Discord
but we also have dealer spaces in the Minecraft server and in VRchat as well so plenty of
places for you to peruse. The details of how to access all of these spaces can be found on the
website, https://2021.furcation.org.uk/events.
Our charity for this year is the NSARDA (National Search and Rescue Dog Association),
details of which can be found on the website at https://2021.furcation.org.uk/charity. This is
a worthy charity for us to support as they operate across the UK offering trained dogs for
missing person rescue efforts.
I hope you all enjoy the virtual convention this year and certainly watch this space for full
details of our 2022 convention which should be the return of the Rawring twenties theme
and a return to John Fowlers and the Sandy Glade holiday park.
Best wishes

Jasper Foxx
Chairman of Furcation
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Dig out those swimming costumes and fire up the music, it’s time for a Pool Party!
Jasper Foxx and Anthropuppy will be kicking off with our opening ceremony.
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Join us as we bring you an insight into the metaverse. Join MattyK as he shows you
around our pool inside Neos, and shows you what this up-and-coming experience can
offer. If you want to join in and be on the stream too, everybody’s welcome!
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This year, we’ve teamed up with the team at Catnip Radio to bring you not one, but
two DJ streams. The first will be DJ Gothicat on Friday. You can listen either via the
Discord, or via Mixcloud via https://mixcloud.com/live/catnipradio. Requests are also
always welcomed!
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Is TikTok still a big thing? Apparently it is, and Aries is going to show you how to
make the most of it. (Edit from Frankie : Come on, entertainments manager, keep
up with the times!)
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No convention is complete without a dealers den, and we have ours on the Discord.
We’re going to be showcasing what our dealers have to offer, as well as talk to some
of them live on air, hosted by Foxiekins!
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As well as our offering from Neos, we have also built Costa Del Furc in VR Chat.
Remember those villa hotels? Well, we have our own, and Sterling is going to show
you around. Again, if you want to join in and be on the stream, come and show
yourself having fun there!
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What’s this? (Insert stereotypical joke here), we have another thing for you all to
enjoy? Indeed we do. We’ve built a whole Minecraft world for people to enjoy, and
Matrix Husky, Frío and Jack Cabbit are going to show you around.
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It’s audience interaction time… with a twist! If you have the game Fall Guys,
ZephyrFloofyDerg is going to be hosting two hours of absolute madness. Some of the
Furcation staff may even join in, too… Ultimate bragging rights if you beat them.
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Conventions are slowly making a return… Hopefully, we will too next year. Have you
never attended a convention? Ulfer Wolfy will be showing you how to make the most
of your time, as well as some very important things to remember.
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One hour of amazing music from the equally as amazing Fox Amoore. I don’t think
much more needs to be said, a great way to kick off a night of music.
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The second of our visits to Catnip Radio. DJ Ulfer (Yes, Ulfer Wolfy) will be taking the
stream for a Saturday Night Dance, and maybe the cheesy stuff you all know and
love from Furcation. You can listen either via the Discord, or via Mixcloud via https://
mixcloud.com/live/catnipradio. Requests are also always welcomed!
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Dogwai will be interviewing our charity for this year, The National Search And
Rescue Dog Association. If you have any budding questions about the charity, or if
you want to learn more about it, then come along and watch. Remember, we are
raising money for them as well.

Commissions, prints and physical items

Wearable goods like shirts, hats and
masks, to pins, patches, and lanyards!
Artable goods like tote bags, comic
books, and sketchbooks, to washi tape,
acrylic charms, pencil bags, and
mousepads! https://lychgate.carrd.co/
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Physical prints, stickers, and traditional
media commissions (graphite and
watercolor)

Beffums Artworks
Prints, Pins, Stickers, Commissions
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Pawgyle
Printed patches, Keychain charms,
Stickers, fursuit pride tags, pin banners.
Also open for art/badge commissions!

Art / Sketch Commissions
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Chakat Windshear's Wares
Mainly Japanese furry doujinshi(the
largest dealer in the fandom) but also
comics,prints,cd's,fanzines,portfolios,orig
inal artwork and more

Illustration
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The Great VR Excapade 2… that means Furcation are hosting a sequel? That’s right,
and Ekron and the team will be hosting this for you. Sure to be a lot of fun, especially
when done in a virtual world.
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We will be auctioning your items throughout the weekend, and Foxiekins will be
showing you what is on offer. All proceeds will go to our charity for this year. Will the
infamous Pot Noodles make a comeback? Only one way to find out.
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Ever thought about running a convention? What about the important stuff you need
to know? Who better to ask than the chairman of Furcation, Jasper Foxx. He will be
going through information you need.
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We’ve asked all of you to put questions to our mascots, Frankie and Clive ferret. This
is where they will be answered. Irésh Folf will take the start, ready to hand over to
our beloved ferret brothers.
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The pool cleaner’s come to tell us that it’s closing time. Jasper Foxx and Anthropuppy
will be rounding off the weekend for us and closing this year’s pool party… with some
very exciting news.
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BluepatchTheFenndog
VrChat Retextures
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Sneaky Pawz
https://furstore.me/sneakypawz/
Fursuit Sneakers

Stickers, Refs,
Twitch Emotes,
Tshirts, Hoodies,
bags, Traditional
Art, Comic
comissions
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Commission Artwork
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MorbiusMonster
Digital artwork, badges, trading cards,
reference sheets, and sketches
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Traffic Cone Creations
Giving quotes for Kigurumis, hoodies,
faux pelts and ponchos.
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